Abstract. 2014 The model of the potential function V(x), for the hysteresis cycles in a weak field of a ferromagnetic sample, demagnetized by an alternating field, leads to Rayleigh's laws. In the case of a thermal demagnetization, the Bloch wall may be present in every well of V(x), and the domain structure is initially metastable.
Introduction.
Model of the potential function [1, 2] It is not the same in the case of a thermal demagnetization, by cooling from a temperature above Tc. Cooling creates a metastable domain structure, which will change during the first cycles. We present here the model of the potential function, developed by N6el [1] , extended to the case of a thermal demagnetization.
The modeL
This model aims at describing the hysteresis loops of ferromagnetic materials in fields which are weak with respect to the coercive force. In this field range, the only significant magnetization processes are reversible and irreversible displacements of Bloch walls. The model deals with the motion of a plane wall, of constant area, separating two domains of opposite magnetizations ± Ms, under the effect of a magnetic field parallel to and having the same direction as the magnetization in one of the domains.
The interactions between the wall and the lattice are described by a conservative potential energy V(x) which is a random function of the abscissa of the wall. This is because of local fluctuations of the magnetocrystalline and exchange energies.
The effect of a magnetic field H on the wall is equivalent to a hydrostatic pressure U = 2 Ms H, and the equilibrium of the wall is governed by the equation U = d V/dx. It is stable if d2 V/dx2 &#x3E; 0.
To give a convenient picture of the complicated irregularities of the material, the x-axis is divided into equal segments of length 2 1. The curve V(x) is then simulated by a succession of arcs of parabolas, each one being defined by the slopes of its tangents at the ends of a segment (Fig. 1) . The Figure 3a gives a schematic picture of the hysteresis loops predicted by the model, in the case where all the potential wells have the same probability of having trapped a wall.
3. Comparison with an alternating demagnetization. In the case considered by Neel [1] , the specimen has previously undergone a demagnetization by an alternating field whose amplitude has steadily decreased down to zero from a value higher than the coercive field. After such a process has been completed the wall is constrained to lie in regions or « domains » of type CA; CBA and CB 2 A (if the calculations are to be . performed up to second order in e). All the metastable configurations have been destroyed by the alternating field. [3] . The only configurations which play a role in this case are the CB2 A, represented by points on a plane, the abscissa (x) and ordinates (y) of which are the values of the left and right slopes B, respectively. Every « grain » has the magnetization + 1/2 or -1/2, depending on the location of the wall in the right-hand or' the lefthand well. These values will be represented by + oron figure 4. The density of grains is assumed constant near the origin. Taking into account the probabilities of the slopes C and A which bracket the sequence B 2, leads to multiplying the contribution of every « grain » by 1/4 (terms of order 83 are neglected). (Fig. 3b) .
As indicated earlier, this difference arises from the metastable configurations B _ B+ Cm A which cannot be described by the Preisach model. 
